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WHY 
EAST 
AFRICA? 
OUR DJIBOUTI AND ETHIOPIA BRANCH 
As Nora Global Logistics, we launched our Djibouti branch in 2017 and 
Ethiopian branch offices in 2018 in order to carry out your shipments to/
from East Africa in the most reliable, fast and professional way. 

Djibouti is located in a strategically and geopolitically important position, 
geographically described as the promontory of the East African region. 
Therefore, it is the only gate of Ethiopia, which does not have a coast to the 
sea, that is open to sea transport. Ethiopia is the most preferred country due 
to its safe transition point from 

East Africa to Central African Countries, high and young population 
ratio and infrastructure competencies. Thanks to our experience and 
activities in the region and through our branches in EastAfrica, we are 
in a position that we are able to safely control all logistics and maritime 
transport activities to the south regions of Somalia (Berbera, Bosaso, 
Mogadishu ports and Hinterlant region) and Kenya in the south, to Eritrea and North Sudan in the north, and to South Sudan in the west. 

As Nora Global Logistics, we aim with our experience of over 20 years at providing our valued business partners with our service in the 
most reliable and fastest way in order to meet their logistics needs for sea and air shipments to the entire East Africa region, especially to 
Djibouti, Ethiopia and Somalia, and for road and railroad shipments to the interior regions of Africa. 



REEFER&STANDART  
EQUIPMENT

Reefer: Monthly 40 teu/frozen avacado, mango,  papaya, pinneapple, banana 
etc.. other tropical  fruits, green coffee, fish, lamb intestine, candy,  chicken 
legs, cheese.. Standart equipment; Dry coffee beans, sesame  seeds, haricot 

bean, chick peas, kidney bean,  flours, vegetable oils.. 
Warehousing 

As per request, we can offer all kinds of  warehousing solutions to our 
clients. Whether  there is a need to keep a inventory or store  goods in 
order to consolidate, Nora&Nortranss  provides warehousing services. 

-Bonded Transport and
-Warehousing
-Storage and Consolidation
-Freezone Warehousing

-Packaging, Labelling and Distribution of the Goods.
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FOOD STUFF  
WAREHOUSING  

REEFER&STANDART  
EQUIPMENT 



IMPORT & EXPORT 
RAILWAY SERVICES

.. 
: ' ·-

Import & Export Railway – Truck Services 
As Nora&Nortranss International we are serving full and consolidated  
international railway sevice between Djibouti Port and Ethiopia Modjo  
Dry Port. Although the capacity of the railway is low, it is the fastest,  

safest and cheapest way of transportation in Ethiopia transit shipments. 

We are fully aware of our responsibilities when we provide 
International  trucking service with our professional staff. Together 

with our expert  staff, we can check the current position of our 
transportation every  second. Nora&Nortranss trucking service provides 

all the services for  every aspect of your transportation and logistics 
needs, offered  individually or on an integrated bases. 

We can provide a door to door delivery service to which ever 
location  you need. To provide you with a reliable and fast 
transport service at the  most affordable and competitive 

price , we work with highly organized  local truck transport 
service providers owning fully insured trucks  besides own 

fleets. . 



CUSTOM SERVICES 
         PRE CLEARING SERVICES 

From the moment you decide to organize your shipments with  Nora&Nortranss , you will realize 
that you have made the right  decision. Because our pre-clearance system In order to prevent    

errors in the documents, we first check the drafts instead of  our customers and we recommend you 
the way it should be. We provide that your shipments do not have problems 

at  customs about documents. 

CUSTOM CLEARING SERVICES 
Nora&Nortranss’s team of experienced personnel is able to  offer a professionally personalized 

service to all of our clients  on customs clearance and delivery of the cargo. 

All of our  declarations are quality controlled by our tariff team prior to  submission to 
customs. We provide regular status reports via e-  mail depending on your specific 

requirements. The report  keeps track of your shipment throughout the forwarding and  
clearing process from the time of placement of the order  through to final delivery of the 

consignment. 

Our clearing  department can also provide consultancy on customs tariff. WE 
have made ready our own in house system for Tax  Assessment System 

automation for deployment phase a

and this  system is very advance and helps to measure and increase the  
quality assurance for our tariff classification and customs  valuation 

process. In addition to this system, our senior  declarants are also very 
committed and check every detail of  the declaration to meet quality the 

required assurance. 



AIR CARGO& 
VOLUME IATA 

SPECIAL  EQUIPMENT  (OVERSIZED) 
As Nora&Nortranss, We  always have Flat Rack & Open  Top containers in our stocks!  
Whether it is door to door or  port to port, we are experts in  handling for heavy loads and  
cargoes that needs loading  from the top or sides; such as  glassware & pipes & machines.  
Nora&Nortrans operates premium operations that providing solid tarpaulins, 
strechers,,ashing&survey

AS NORA &  NORTRANSS 
IN,  WE ALWAYS  HAVE 

FLAT  RACK & OPEN  TOP  
CONTAINERS IN OUR  

STOCKS!

EXPORT 
574

 TONS

IMPORT
1520

TONS



PROJECT 
CARGO&CHARTERING

Nora&Nortranss can provide unique and dedicated service for their customer needs with experienced 
and  flexible project team. Main sectors are Transformers, Energy, Construction Equipments, Heavy 

Machineries and OOG units. For over 25 
years’ experience on forwarding sector 

Nora&Nortranss has a well known reputation on main liner operators such as BBC Chartering, 
Rickmers, Cosco, Intermarine etc. also RORO operators like a 

UECC, Eukor, EML, WECO, Bahri etc. 

We can offer competitive rates because the power of combination with 
our other main cargoes. 

Logistics in the Horn of Africa can represent more 60% of setup costs and may be a 
reason for success or can permantly damage a project in assisting international clients 

with the realisation of important project 
in various sectors offering extensive support and knowledge of the 

local environment.

Project managers cab therefore prepare, plan accordingly and focus on their core 
mission while mitigating potential risks. Nora&Nortranss is the international 

logistics specialist with branch offices in Djibouti, Ethiopia offering key full control 
of the inland corridors. 



DANGEROUS  GOODS 
AND  EXPLOSIVE  

SHIPMENT  
MANAGEMENT

MO Cargoes needs maximum care and experience. 
Nora&Nortranss focusing for IMO Cargoes especially for 
ammuni- tions mainly IMO class 1.1 for military purpose 

shipments. Our nominated and dedicated staff attends all 
steps of this sensitive operations and escorting from 

workshop to port. 



AID CARGO 
TRANSPORT

-i-NORA
, GLOBAL LOGISTICS 

Since 2014 charters bulk vessels for  humanitarian aid  to East 
Africa. We have  organised 6 project only to East Africa. 

Commodity was flour, sugar as well as aid  materials for schools 
construction,  children’s clothing, books for kids, and  

other aid materials. 6 vessels were  chartered from Turkey 
ports for Somalia,  Ethiophia, Djibouti, Sudan and Yemen. 

We took aid cargo from benefactor door  and deliver to 
disaster depots door to  door. It is a pleasure for Nora 

Family to  handle this important project that would  help 
humanity and people who are well  experianced at this 

territory. 
Our vessel  has a frigate escort from 

TurkishNavy during crossing of the Aden Gulf where it is 
still risky due to piracy attacks.. piracy attacks



DJIBOUTI {Branch) NO 
3C 03rd Floor Palmler 
en Zinc Building 
Djibouti
Phone:+253 213 416 31 
Mobile:+253 773 624 16 
WhatsApp:+90 506 
490 93 69

ETHIOPIA {Branch) 
P.O.Box 4902 Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia Ethio-China Friendship 
Road 
Kadco Building 1st Floor 
Phone:+251 11 443 05 97 
Mobile: +251 90 246 34 15 
WhatsApp:+90 535 541 99 46 

ISTANBUL (Branch) 
Egitim Mah. Asil Sk. 
Avrasya Is Mrk. No: 3/28 
34722 Kadıkoy-lstanbul-TURKEY 
Phone: +90 216 550 02 35 
Fax: +90 216 550 02 96 

IZMIR (Head Office) Kristal-2 
Is Mrk. 1479 Sk. No:15 k:4 
D:21 35220 Alsancak-
lzmir-TURKEY Phone:+90 
232 464 56 60 Fax: +90 
232 464 56 63 


